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Prof. Friedman Goes to Washington:
Diehard Fans Brave Cold to Hear Hammon
S ubmitted by

®

Ifyou wasn't wearin' that black
robe I'd take you out in back of this
courtl10use
And I'd try a little bit of your
honor on
You u n d e rs ta n d that, you
hillbilly?"

Felix Chang
n Saturday, March
18, 2006, five 3Ls Felix Chang, Josh
Deahl, Ban1ey Eskandari, Mark
Jefferson, and Scott Risner
- set off in a rented minivan

The most exciting part of the

for Washington, DC. Professor

drive was the discovery of a

Richard Friedman was to argue

fireworks dealer in Petmsylvania.

Hammon v. Indiana before the

H ou s e d i n

Supreme Court the following

w a rehouse super s t ructure,

a b areb o n e s

Monday, and the multiracial

the store sold tnore than just

cast of 3Ls wanted to see how

sparklers. It was quite possibly

the Court would shape Sixth
Amendment jurisprudence
after

Seen here outside the U.S. Supreme Court Building, from left:
Mark Jefferson, Barney Eskandari, Prof. Richard Friedman, Josh
D eahl, Felix Chang, and Scott Risner.

Crawford v. Washington.

Admission was not guaranteed.

One

Justice Ginsburg clerk said that doors open
at9:00 a.m. but as early as 6:30 a.m. crowds
can fon11 outside, vying for the 25-50 seats
open to the public. The 3Ls would arrive,
then, a day and a half early.

Wli en I . . . turned around and there was
big old cop
He said, 'Hello, boys' and then he gave us
a grin 'n'said
'Looks like I'm gonna lwfta haul ya all in
And keep all that moneyfor evidence'
a

Eskandari had mixed a soundtrack for
the road. Since the trip was a nerdfest
from the beginning, it was decided that
Jaw-related songs would be appropriate.

"I Fought the Law" by The Clash, I Shot
"

the Sheriff' by Bob Marley, "Cop Killer"
by Ice-T. A revelation, whicl1 became the
favorite, was "When You're Hot You're
Hot" by Jerry Reed:

Well, now me and Homer Jones and Big
John Talley
Had a /Jig crap game gain' back in tlte alley

[Thejudge] let myfriends gofree and threw
[sic] tlze book at me
He said 'Well, wize n you're !tot, you're
110
ll
�
,•old
buddy, old pt

�1/NJeYr
� QJti
� p RQOtorM
6 ZOOS

the origin of all fireworks east of
the Mississippi. The s'roup settled

on a package of M-80s, bottle rockets,
Chinese firecrackers, and a miniature tank
stuffed with gunpowder. To complete
the purchase, one of the 3Ls had to sign a
waiver absolving the store of liability.
That first night was spent at Jefferson's
home in Virginia. The next day, the
group arrived in DC and split off for the
evening.
At 5:35 a.m. on Mon d a y, the 3Ls
reconvened before the steps of the
Supreme Court, where over 30 people
were camped out. Chang was the last to
arrive, having dropped the others off and
parked the van. He argued brietly with a
man in a green jacket for cutting in front
CONT I N U E D on Page 20
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Community Mourns
Loss of Alumnus

ll

�ni\Jersit\;) of .;!JlRicl]igan
lf.iatu �drool
Editor-in-Chief
Afike Afwphy

The law school community learned last Thursday that Travis Skelton, '05,

died early last week in Chicago, IL. Travis was the Editor-in-Chief of the

Executive Editor:

Journal of Law Reform for its 38th volume during the '04-'05 academic year.

Matt Nolan

The law sc hool administration has promised to keep students infom1ed via
e-mail of any memorial services.

Afanaging Editor:
Steven Boender

Condolences may be sent to Travis's family at:

Cleve, Karen and Annie Skelton

Contributing Editors:
Patrick Barry, Adam Blumenkrantz,
Dan Clark, Diana Geseking.
Afatt Jedreski, Nate Kurtis. Bn·a LaSalle,
Liz Polizzi, Alichelle Sharpe.

Indianapolis, IN 46260
Deans David Baum and Charlotte Johnson, and Diane Nafranowicz,

Jay Sunlukowski,Kim Thompson

L awyers Club Director (764-1116) are available to speak with students.
C o u n selors are also available at C o u n se l in g and Psy c hologi cal

Special Thanks:

Services (CAPS) i n room 3100 of the Michigan Union (764 -8312).

Bob Koch, Collin Foulds
.R.es Gestae is published biweekly during the school
year by students of the Unv
i ersity of Michigan
School.

734 Round Hill Road

Law

Opinions expressed in bylined articles

are those of the authors and do not necessarily
represent the opinions of the editorial stati Articles
with contact information in italic
. s at the end of the.
article or "submitted by"' in the byline are opinion
pieces, not factual news stories, and the opinions

contained therein are not necessari�v reffective

The Res Gestae extends its condolences, thoughts, and prayers to members
of the law school community who knew Travis during his time at Michigan

Law. We encourage any member of the law school community wishing to

share t houg h ts or feelings to e-mail rg@umich.edu for possible publication

on our web site.

•

o(the opinions of the editorial staff Res CJestae
articles will occasionally contain adult language
and are not intended for readers under

18. Articles

may be rep1inted without pennission. provided that
the mrthor andRes Gestae are credited and notified.

.R.es Gestae welcomes submission.s and letters to
the editor. Submissions may be made via email,
preferably as an MS Word attachment. Letters

Class Registration Round One
Open seminars, practice/simulation courses, and clinics
Monday, Apr. 3 at 8:00AM to
Friday, Apr. 7 at 5:00PM

of the editor must be clearly and unambiguosly
marked "Letter to the Editor." Res Gestae reserves
the right to edit all submissions and letters to editor
in the intere�t of space.

Upper-class courses

Monday, Apr. 17 at 8:00AM to
Friday, Apr. 21 at 5:00 PM

Mailing address:
Res Gestae
University oflvlichigan Law School
625 South State St.
Ann Arbor, Ml

Class Registration Round Two

48.109

Students must remove financial holds by Mon.,Apr. 24

Web Site Address:
http :1/students.law. umich.edu/rg
Office:
116 Legal Research

Senior Day 2006
Graduation, Sat. May 6, 2 p.m., Hill Auditorium. Free.
3Ls: pick up cap and gown in the snack bar

rg@umich.edu

Th.urs., May 4, 11:00 a.m. -6:00p.m. and Fri. May 5, 10:00 a.m. -4:00p.m.
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Editorial: Lame Ducks Quack Thanks
he outgoing editors of the

Deans David Baum and Charlotte

we're just three dorks in an office thinking

R e s Gestae h a v e d e c ided

Johnson are certainly no-brainers on the

up funny stuff. And sometimes that funny

to put our usual campaign

thank you list, as are Mark Gebhart and

stuff isn't so funny, which doesn't leave us

against paternalism on hold. Instead,

Trudy Feldkamp. We appreciate that

mucl1 without you around.

we chose to use (some would say

their hard work as student advocates and

waste) this space to make pleas for

administrators has included helping us

apology and expressions of gratitude.

out from time to time.

As the entire senior management of this
newspaper is about to do the 3L Shuffle,
we want to send a prospective thank you

We want to apologize to our professors

Jack Atkinson has come through with

to next year's Res Gestae executive staff.

for every time we wrote an RG article or

the grade curves you know and love, and

Liz Polizzi, next year's Managing Editor,

e-mail while in class, punted on a reading

about which we love to be paternalistic.

impressed us with her editing ability and

assignment, or showed up to class bleary

He has also informed our departing

passion for quality work. We're confident

eyed (if at all). The RG is a labor of love,

editorial staff that we will be allowed to

she will not embezzle any funds; or, if

but even love takes labor, and sometimes

graduate. Bonus!

she does, she will be discreet about that

our classes suffered. Our bad.

sort of thing.

Bria LaSalle, next year's

Thanks also go to the Law School

Executive Editor, consistently took on the
more difficult articles to write this year.

We want to apologize to anyone who

Student Senate (LSSS) for years of financiat

was ever slighted or upset by our articles

institutional ,and occasionally emotional

We're confident she'll be just as steady,

because of any insensitivity, negligence,

support. Both current President Wilson

professional, and upbeat as she was this

or typographical error. We don't mind

and former President Surdukowski have

year. Nate Kurtis, next year's Editor-in

writing articles about which people

provided content and information to the

Chief will bring a strong sense of humor

may disagree, nor do we mind writing

RG, often on short notice, and certainly

(at the least) and an exuberant-yet-calm

articles people might find offensive. But,

with no responsibility to do so. And, we

guiding hand (at the most) to the paper

any hurt feelings based on inaccuracy or

lift a ton of information from Secretary

next year. We were lucky to have him this

carelessness are inexcusable, so for that we

Seneca Theno's e-mails, so much so that

year; he's all yours next year. And that's a

ask for and do not expect forgiveness.

we feel the need to mention her as well.

good thing for you.

For the thank-yous: Dolfin Leung,

We have to thank our office mates, the

Lastly, a n d most imp ortan tly, we

Nancy Marshall, Lisa Mitchell-Yellin,

National Lawyer's Guild, for putting up

want to thank you, whoever you are,
for reading. We have often wondered

and Tom Rogers, of the Law School

with us on a daily basis. The RG has a

Communications office, have numerous

tendency to attract interesting types (to

whether the RG's disappearance from

times donated their time and effort to

say the least) and our agenda is decidedly

tables around the law school within a

provide content to the RG. They sent us

less serious than theirs. They' ve been

few hours of its distribution is a product

photos on short notice, helped publish our

great roomies.

content on the law.umich.edu web site,
and provided professional quality articles
that we lacked the resources to write.

of strong readership or efficient custodial
maintenance. Apparentl)'j we have both.

We'd like to thank every faculty member
who has sacrificed their time, attention,

So, if you're reading this, we appreciate

and (occasionally) dignity to appear in

it. If you're not reading tl1is and planning

The entire law school conununity owes

our faculty interviews. The results of thi�

on throwing it away, please instead

a debt of t,'Tatitude to Tara Perry of the

continuing series have been consistently

place it in a visible, high-traffic place ('ve

Central Campus Printing office. She is

engaging and interesting, and they could

reconunend the National Jurist magazine

literally the organizing force behind every

not have happened witl1out widespread

rack).

course pack for which you shell out your

faculty support.

hard-earned cash or check. Tara never tells
us the strings she has to pull to print off

TI1<mk you.
Thanks to everyone who ever did

16,000 pages ofRes Gestae in 24hours, but

anything for the paper, especially the

Go Blue,

we're convinced she's the Michigan Law

copy editors and page designers whose

Steve Boender

School's version ofJack Bauer. (Apologies

work is important and generally not

Mike Murphy

to Professor Mark West, who may well be

recognized with a byline. There are too

Matt Nolan

Michigan Law School's Tony Almeda.)

many of you all to name, but we promise

Every time we print an issue, we have

to try and thank you all personally in the

Tara to thank for it.

next couple of weeks. Witl1out you guys,

•
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Y o u were a grave yard attendant?
Please share.

ack Atkinson has been a soda jerk, a
paper boy, a housekeeper, a security
guard, a pea picker, a graveyard
attem ant, and a beer stacker, tile last straight
out of tire University of Michigan. He was a
platoon commander for tile U.S. Marine Corps,
a cabbie, a phlebotomist, and various t!fPes of
laborers and lackeys. After being "downsized"
by the Henry Ford Health System, Jack took
his masters degree in health adminish·ation to
UM temp services. He became a law professor
henchman, and after seven mont!ts, moved
up J�ffersons-style to become the Beloved
Registrar of tile Universi�l of Michigan Law
School. Sitting with Jack, one realizes three
things. First, he has a ridiculous Boston accent.
Second, he has a ridiculous Boston accent. A nd
third, he is one cool cat. As a recently married
man with an adorable toddler (Fiona A nne), he
provided this interviewer with advice on life,
love, and the pursuit of happiness.

W
J
�

But that's another article. This one is mainly
al1out the Red Sox.
Are you a closet Yankees fan?

I trinuned the grass around gravestones
in the summer of 1980. I worked for the
Boston Catholic Cemetery Association. I
got a decent tan, back when I thought tans
were OK, and the place was right across
the street from my house.
Plat o o n c om ma nder f o r t h e US
marines. Can you speak about it?

Yeah, I graduated from UM with a BA
in Psychology in May, 1981. At that time,
in that economy, that degree qualified
me to work at the Beer Depot. Actually,
that was a pretty fun job. That swmner I
signed up for the officer program in the
Marine Corps, except I delayed my entry
until the conclusion of rugby season. By
the time I went in I had a girlfriend, but I
really didn't like her all that much, come
to think of it. Anyway, I was conunander
of a tracked vehicle platoon (amphibious
assault vehicles). My first company
commander liked me; my second thought
I was a moral degenerate.

Noland does the real work. The other
things I do are collect useless infonnation
about popular culture and research the
history of the MBTA. The sad thing is
that I'm not necessarily kidding.
How do you like to be addressed by
your students?

Jack. " John," which is my legal nan1e,
makes me a tad bit uncomfortable, and
"Mr. Atkinson" has me thinking of
heading for the border. One thing I like
about "Jack" is that, in movies and TV,
characters named Jack are (almost) always
good guys, maybe a bit rough around the
edges, but essentially OK. Bad guys have
first names like "Hamilton." Jack, by
the way, has been the most popular birth
name in England and Wales for the past
few years.
What don't you like about your job?

H m m m ... p r o b a b l y t h e c u l t u re
o f a rrogance that permeates t h e
University.
There was a bit of an argument about

Not just no, but HELL NO! I don't
loathe the Yankees as I once did, primarily
because I respect Bernie Williams and
Derek Jeter, but they stli l rank30thout of30
in our house. We're big Cleveland Indians
fans, in part because my wife is from
Cleveland (Bedford, achtally, childhood
home of Halle Berry) and partially because
I'm a glutton for punishment.

The weirdest cab fare you had?

I was never lucky enough to have any
noteworthily weird ones, or that I can
remember. No wild sex in the cab, by me
or any passengers, or even dull, suburban
sex, for that matter. Or whatever the
lingo is.
What is a phlebotomist?

How do you feel about Johnny Damon?

He'll flop in New York. Totally different
baseball environment; totally different
ballpark. The f<ms will turn on him and
tear the flesh from his mercenary bones.

A phlebotomist draws blood from
people. I worked at the UM Hospital
for almost two years, and at a hospital in
Chicago. I was good at it, as I did newboms
through geriatrics. My youngest was four
hours; oldest was 102 years.

If a student came up to you wearing
a Yankees shirt and a Yankees hat and
a giant Yankee foam finger on his hand,

What do you do? In three sentences

that on lawopen. How do you see it?

Well it's the University in general, not
just the law school. I think it's all fine and
good to be a"top 10" whatever whatever,
but I have long felt that it breeds an
unjustified air of individual superiority
and arrogance. We all eat, sleep, and we
all bleed red. A few years ago (2002 to be
precise), I stopped in at the SFF auction
and wih1essed some of the most shameful
and sophomoric behavior (from the
students) thatl have ever witnessed, male
and female. The degree of posing made
me want to puke. Trust me, I can take my
place with the best of the Bacchanalians,
but the boozing and subsequent childish
behavior, all under a guise of "how cool
we are" really turned me off.

or less of course.

and asked what classes he should take,
what would you tell him?

NYU has an excellent law program.

Essentially, I manage student records,
degree audit stuff. I'm in charge of bar
certifications, but in all honesty Shirley

CONTI N U E D on Next Page
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CONTI N U E D From
Previous Page

mistake on both of our
parts) and in my first
job out of grad school.

Say nice things about
the people you work

A handy tip for job

with.

seekers?

The best I ' v e ever
worked with. M y
platoon would be second.
The most i m portant
thing that a boss does
is set the culture of the
department, and that's
David Baum's greatest
sh·ength. He will always
assume that you are
giving your best effort
and being totally straight
with him, until proven
otherwise. I honest!v
feel that he does this
because that is how he
treats others. His belief in the importance
of family also speaks volumes. Marilyn
Genoa, David's assistant, is very on
the ball and always able to give some
excellent perspectives. Amy Bishop and
Debby Hartranft, who also report directly
to David, are two of the most focused
people I have ever met, along witl1 being
very nice.
J

I, on the other hand, am as focused as
a t1oating crap game. Shirley Noland
is, in my opinion, the backbone of the
department. She does a lot of frontline
customer service stuff along wifu myriad
other tasks. If they ever elect me president
(of the US) she will be my special advisor,
as she has more common sense than just
about anyone in government. Cindy
Kers.chbaum is new to the crew (she
joined us a couple of months ago), but
she has been a great addition. The fact
that she provided me with the lyrics to
"Heffalumps and Woozles" tells me tl1at
she knows that which is truly culturally
significant. The law school folks, in
general, are pretty cool, maybe even very
cool. The make or break of a job isn't the
tasks, as trained monkeys can do about
99% of the tasks in fue world. It's all about
tl1e people around you. To me, tl1e world
comes down to people.

What do you like best about your
job?

I like that my job doesn't own me. My
evenings and weekends are free, and I
don't have to travel (other than to/from
work). Things do get hectic during exam
times but, overall, I have a life away from
work. In the spring, I coach youth rugby,
sometl1ing I don't know if I'd be able to
do if I had a more "corporate" job. Also,
my daughter (age 2.5) doesn't have to deal
witl1 an absentee father. I'm home every
night to put her to bed. Even on rugby
nights she waits up for me.
One of the s>reat myths of our culture is
"quality time;" tl1at you work long hours,
and lots of weekends but, every now and
then, you spend "quality time" at some
exotic place. That's nonsense. Kids want,
and need, face time with their parents.
Most important thing you've learned
in the last few years?

That so much of life is right place/
right time, much more than we care to
admit. Yes, you can create lucky breaks,
but realistically there is so much out of
your control. I have also learned that
good intentions can crash and burn even
though you did notlung wrong. I learned
that in my first marriage (which was a big

Remember that a
job is a relationship,
and it's governed by
m a n y of t h e s a m e
r u l e s t h a t a p p l y to
personal relationships.
You go .in witl1 certain
expectations. Fit and
comfort are where it's
at, as few jobs are really
all that exciting. If it's
not delivering what
you want, after a fair
time, tl1en bail out. One
of my n1istakes in life
(both personally and professionally) was
hanging on too long, thinking tl1at ifi just
keep trying, then things will get better.
That happens in movies, but real life
doesn't promise such happy endings.
A handy tip if you'r e in a new
relationship?

Check out how the person behaves
around food service a n d/or retail
personnel. Seriously, if they're nasty to
a waitress, then they are not a nice person.
Give them a couple of opportunities,
sample size, but, if the behaviors continue,
then dump them immediately. "It's just
not working out" is probably better than
"because L think you're an asshole."
And a handy tip for breaking up?

Don't go back. One heads east, the
other west. When you "try again" you'll
probably have a sunny period that lasts
about three months, then you'll return
to the stuff that broke you up in the first
place. After you give yourself some time
to decompress, you'll be amazed at how
nice life is on the other side. Yes, this is
the voice of experience.

•
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Navigating the Dark Side: Prof. Schneider
on OCI and Your Future as a Lawyer
By Liz Polizzi

�
� unch," said Gordon Gekko,
antihero of the 1987 film Wall
street, "is for wimps."

1J j
r

W hi l e there may be differences
between the rarified atmosphere of
large, "white-shoe" law finns and 1980s
brokerage houses, based on the rumors
bouncing around the Law School's
chattering classes, there don't seem to
be many. To put it bluntly, the picture
looks bleak: monstrous bosses hazing
junior associates with mind-numbing
assignments, no respect from senior
attorneys or subordinate staff, and the
hallmark of law fim11ife- 3,000+ billable
hours a year (which comes out to about
58 hours a week) and no vacations till you
make partner.
And yet the majority of us - highly
educated, analytical peop le- line up
like lambs to the slaughter as soon as we
hear the letters "0-C-I." Is this a mistake?
And if so, how can we avoid making it?
According to Professor Carl Schneider,
who has made a study of the subject,
asking these questions early and often
may, in itself, be the answer.
In 1998, Professor Schneider had
just finished a book titled The Practice
�f Autonomy, a study of how patients
confront serious medical decisions - the
processes they use and their ultimate
success in decision-making. His work
brought him to the next question: "Can
anybody make good decisions about
their future?" In pursuit of an answer,
Professor Schneider conducted a semi
formal interview process with a group of
40 Iaw students who comprised a Property
class he taught in 1998. Following up with
them in 2otH, and again a few years later,
he asked them about what had gone into
the choices they'd made, and where those
choices had brought them.

"I thought that lawyers and prospective
lawyers would be good decision-makers
because they have lots of time to think
about their career choices, they have a
strong incentive to think about their career
choices, they're analytically minded, and
they're in a good position for acquiring
good information for making good
decisions," Professor Schneider said.
Plus, he added, "They're more apt to
make good decisions in the procedural
sense. There are some standard views
regarding good decision-making. I
thought lawyers were more likely to go
about the process of making the decision
in the right way."
So, did they?
"I was surprised," said Professor
Schneider, "by how very little people
knew about the law before going to law
schooL and about law finns before going
to work at one. One reason they don't
know very much is because they don't
ask very much."
According to Professor Schneider, the
graduates who thrive after law sd1ool are
those who have a strong sense of where
they're going- whether it's to a certain
practice area within a big law finn, to a
job witl1 the government, a nonprofit, or
to put in a few years at a law fi1m and then
set off to change the world. Among those
who go to law firms (approximately 85�0
of each class, according to his study), there
are two basic personality types: those who
sit at their desks and wait for someone
to come by and give them work; and
those who arrive on the job, immediately
begin trying to figure out how the place
works and who has the most interesting
projects, and then proactively establish
relationships with people they'd like to
work for. Three years later, those in the
former group are still slogging through
the most miserable projects, while those in
the latter group report significantly higher
job satisfaction. (The second category
generally also includes those who go to

firms with a clear exit strategy; three of
the forty people surveyed had actually
stuck to the plan, lived frugally and saved
money, and succeeded in paying off their
loans and moving on to the nonprofit jobs
of tl1eir dreams.)
"It's not the law firm's job to make
you feel good about your life," he said.
"For many people, their first job at a
firm is the first time they've been in an
environment not designed to take care of
them." Especially for students who have
never, or only nominally, been part of the
workforce, the transition from academic
ivory tower to corporate high-rise can be
a culture shock in and of itself - never
mind the masochistic work culture
prevalent among large law firms. "In
some sense, this makes them feel like their
expectations have been betrayed."
But what about the institutional
masochism we're told is the bread-and
butter of first-year associateship? "The
kinds of complaints you hear about law
firms now have always been made about
New York law firms," said Professor
Schneider. The age-old anecdotes about
firms where partners throw work on
associates' desks on Friday evening to be
done Monday moming, and tlten berate
them for going home "early" at 10 p.m.
on Sunday night, dates back, according
to Professor Schneider, to the days of
Boss Tweed.
"What have changed," he said,"are the
objective facts." Associates today truly
are working more hours - and getting
paid significantly more money. This is
attributable, he says, to law firms' need
to compete with budding dot-coms in tl1e
early 1990s, when the allure of getting in
on the ground t1oor of the next Amazon
or Ebay was felt by everyone with a
bachelors' degree - and even more so
among well-trained attomeys with the
skills needed to take a nascent ventureCONTI N U ED on Page 21
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Students, Caminker Discuss Wireless Policy
S ubmitted By

get around the b arrier by expl oiting

Osvaldo Vazquez

technological loopholes or simply using

but rather to think creatively about how

an Ethemet cord, but the barrier would

to use it to foster, rather than hinder, the

!
'J

be to unilaterally cut off wireless access,

van C ominker, Low School

block a user's access even if her or his

law-sd1ool leaming experience. When ink

Dean, sat down w i th a group

class was cancelled. h1 addition, Professor

and paper first made it into the classroom

of stu dents two weeks ago

Ben-Shahar announced that following the

in the 1 7th Century, posits Professor

u ss the Law School's wireless

group's previous discussion of the policy,

Ben-Shahar, traditionalists were likely

policy. Since its implementation this Fall,

he'd lifted the ban on Intemet access in

outraged. But tead1ers eventually adapted,

discussion about the policy has seemed

his own classroom, with mostly favorable

and ultimately, the invention probably

i mpossible to escape.

Th e LawOpen

results. "I feel bad," he said, "that we have

improved the students' teaming.

listserv has been a hotbed of debate about

not really experimented with anything but

wouldn't take away the ink when it was

to

·

"We

the merits of the policy (and tips for how to

the [ teclmological barrier approach), so I'm

invented," he said. "How can we take

evade it). One can only imagine how many

kind of experimenting in my own class

away the laptop, when it's used right?"

personal IMs and e-mails it has generated

with different approaches . . . . "

Laptops and the Internet are a reality,

since its inception.

Professor Ben-Shahar argued, and they
But students' criticism of the policy is not,

are here to stay.

TI1e most recent debate on the subject

at root, as much about the practical aspects

took place in a decidedly low-tech setting:

of not having h1ternet access in classrooms

Dean Caminker agreed, and offered

For several months, Professor Omri Ben

as it is a feeling of discontent with the

some ideas abou t the shape that this new

Shahar has been hosting an informal

communication between the administration

digital envirom11ent might take. Professors

seminar, where about twelve students meet

and the students. Lubna Alam, 2L, pointed

could take a short, anonymous online
survey to make s-ure their students were

in his home to discuss topics ranging from

to ilie sd1ool's plans for a computer lab in

onLine file-sharing and the controversy over

Sub-3 as one example. Members of the

getting the concept they just discussed.

Coogle Books to surrogate parenthood.

student joumals, whid1 have offices next

Perhaps class discussion could be spurred
by requiring all students to e-mail answers

After one such d i s cussion turned to

to the planned lab, wonder "how come

Internet blocking, Professor Ben-Shahar

no one told us about what was going to

to a class question, the professor randomly

was inspired to invite Dean Caminker to

be going on in the space right next to our

picking one or two students to defend ilieir

attend a session, framed as a dialogue about

offices?" Dean Caminker conceded tl1at

solutions. Professors, he argued, are not

the Law School's wireless Intemet policy.

there might be issues that the renovations

against computers themsel ves, but the

committee had not anticipated. He noted,

school still has to figure out how to use

Dean Caminker began the discussion by
noting that the policy had been put in place

however, that the adminish·ation always
tries to maintain open communication 'villi

them best and how to show students tl1e
best way to self-regulate.

only after deliberation and discussion with

the students through programs such as

students, and that it was optional - each

the Dean's Corner and the appoinhnent of

In the end, it looks like the wireless

professor is able to choose whether or not

student represen tahves to most committees

policy is here to stay, though the form

to ban wireless access during his or her

that makes decisions affecting students.

it will ultimate! y take seems an open

class. In the past, Professors had raised

A few students suggested holding open

question. Although the policy has been a

concems about the level of disengagement

hearings on proposed changes, though

source of aggravation, the thinking behind

that Internet use fostered. Poinhng to his

they acknowledged that this idea coul d

it is understandable. Sitbng around his

own experience in teaching recent classes,

present logistical difficulties.

fireplace, with a group of intelligent,

Dean Caminker stated, 'Tm actually not

engaged students, one cou ld almost

worried just about the fact that the guy

Pauline Farmer-Koppenot 2L, noted

p icture those paper-free 1 7th Century

next to you is watching a movie. TI1ere are

that "being zoned out is not an effect of the

classrooms in the dark days before qui ll

a lot of these much more subtle externalities

h1ternet. [Some students] will be zoned out

and ink. In tl1is light, perhaps it is easier

[such as the loss of momentum caused by

with or without it." She argued that using

to sympathize with those who might wish

calling on a distracted student] that really

the Intemet as a distraction is a symptom of

to keep out notebooks, or Notebooks, or

do change and shape the whole nature of

a greater problem with students choosing

anything else that might intrude on that

the classroom dynamic."

not to pay attenhon in class. These S<mle

ahnosphere, if only to delay the inevitable

students would be pl aying solitaire or

for a little while longer.

Several students, including Adam Litle

reading the Res Gestae even i f they

and Maya Simmons, both l Ls, pointed

couldn't go online. Professor Ben-Shahar

out that the policy wasn't even working

observed that even if ilie Intemet was a

as intended -- not only can students

problem, the way to address it might not

Osvaldo Vazquez is a 2L. E-mail comments
al1out this article to rg@wnich.edu.
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Senior Day Is What You Want It To Be:
Make It Count
By Mike M u rphy

c-;
th

s a w them in t h e q u a d , i n

unabashedly appreciate my time here. I

Before Rick's, I am going to give my

see myself turning into the interviewers

parents, hilarious retired people who

the evenings after o cr was

already. I own three suits - three more

live only half an hour away, their first

than I ever have before - and my hairline

a11d last tour of the law school. They have

done for the day. They were

is aggressively, if not unapologetically,

said they would visit the law schoo I more

mi interviewers, sent back to

receding . I hope to see most of you at

often if it were only a mile away, a11d sold

their alma mater from law finns across

OCI in a few years, though I don't know

groceries. And no, I'm not taking them to

the country to conduct interviews for

whether I'll be there recruiting for a law

Rick's. Though that would be awesome.

sununer associate jobs. They looked just

firm, teaching a law class, or servicing the

Except not really.

like us, only older, with more expensive

vending machine. I might even prefer the

clothes and less hair. Like most of you,

1 usually hurry through the qu ad with

last one, since I swear if that danm thing

I'll take them to Big Ten Burrito, or

takes my money one more time, I'm going

whatever it's called by then, thank the

books weighing me down and some

to " service" it with a crowbar like Michael

owners for all the money I've lost and

meetin g or class on my mind. Not the

Bolton on a fax machine, character and

the pounds I ' ve gained at their fine

alu1m1i interviewers. Not that afternoon.

fitness be datru1ed.

establishment. I may even get my Mom

That afternoon they walked very slowly

wasted on sangria at Dominick's. (Who

over the cobblestones and grass, soaking

I have even begun to appreciate the

in the sunshine of their own memory

parts I loved to hate. Take my section,

am I kidding? She'll get me wasted.)

lane. Some of them, I noticed with some

IJK L . At the e n d of my first year, I

I'll introduce them to my friends, the

surprise, had tears in their eyes. I didn't

remember being overjoyed at the prospect

best group of degenerate law students

think my interviews with them were

of going through three consecutive days

with gambling and drinking problems

that bad, but then again, I was able to

without being trapped in a hot room

(or degenerate drinkers and gamblers

wallpaper the RG office with ding letters.

with a clanking radiator and the same.

with law school problems, if you prefer)

So you never know.

Damn. Ninety. People. (I would say "you

that a guy could ever hope to hang with.

can imagine," but I don't need to - you

This should be convenient. There's a

Their wis tfulness shook me. It was

can imagine.) The thing is, we haven't

strong chance they will already be at

disconcerting to see people reminisce

all been in a room together since Molly

Dominick's.

I grumpily trudge to

Van Roweling's last class almost two

about a place that

most mornings (and that's if I manage

years ago. It's never been the same since.

I'll take them by the IM building, which

to grace m orning with my presence).

Our first and only I)KL reunion is, well,

has its own law school reading room on

But that makes sense; the extent of the

Senior D ay. Da1ru1. As much as I didn't

the third t1oor, featuring ice-cold ceiling

emotional impact of an experience i s

two years ago, I already miss that group

fans and squeaky workout equipment.

necessarily subjective. What law school

of people.

They even pump in some dazed-looking

means to you is up to you. As much as

undergraduates to break up the strictly

graduation will be the closing of one

So I'm not going to make Senior Day

chapter in our lives, rhe real fact is that

Saturday just a11other excuse to get drunk.

it'll still be a Saturday. The next day will

(As it is, my friends a11d I have figured out

But all of that is only a day, and even

be a Sunday. And so on.

about seven of those a week, sometimes

the best of days come to an end. So, while

law school crowd.

eight if there are sports on during the

my family waits for me back at home,

This cou l d be the three years that

day.) I am, however, going to go to Rick's

I'll take one last long look at the quad;

forever changed your outlook on life,

-not because I really want to, but because

a place I've paced in, stumbled through,

gave you lifelong friends, and pushed

everyone will be there. N ob o dy can

and passed by. I cannot wait to see you

you to your intellectual limits . Or, it could

explain Rick's; it just is. Rick's is like that

- all of you - back hhere on some sunny

be the rhree years you lived in the frozen

one friend of yours who nobody really

afternoon. It's like I'm there already. The

Midwest, read a lot, and went to Rick's.

likes but you hang out with anyway

tears are already in my eyes.

Or both?

because of some sort of social inertia. Or,
like that guy who you never talk to at

I choose the former. I'm not going to
wait for that day, years from now, to

school but is still one of your Facebook
friends for unknown reasons.

Mike Murphy is a graduating 3L.
Thank you.
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Putting It All on the Table

By Matt Nolan

7� et me put it all out there: I act to

11J

do. I write to be understood.

C

I
be caus e m y great-great
grandfather refused authority when he
didn't think it was right. The British
attempted to compel him and his five
brothers, all Irishmen, to fight for them
in the Crimean War in the early 1850s.
Instead of doing so, the six of them said
goodbye to their parents and each other,
splitting in six different directions around
the world to avoid service. Great-Great
Grandpa stowed away for six weeks and
ended up in New England, where after
not being able to get work, as he was
Irish, he married Great-Great-Grandma
and moved to Chicago to help clean up
the 1 871 fire.
His son, after t1irting with the Catholic
priesthood but r ealizing the whole
celibacy thing wasn't his bag when he
kept sneaking dovrn to spend time with
the cooks at the seminary, started and
built one of Chicago's largest ice and coal
b usinesses in the 1900s and 1910s. When
Great-Grandpa Nolan refused to join a
sh·ike with the rest of the companies in
the mid-1910s, the mob sent a hit man.
Irish-Catholic luck intervened as the hit
man was a friend from grade school,
but Great-Grandma insisted on a family
move, bringing the Nolans to Hesperia,
MI. An electric company stock scam
(pre-SEC) left them pe1miless within the
decade.
Martin J. Nolan, my grandfather,
served in World War II, married my
grandmot her M abel, and moved to
Muskegon. When Continental Motors
struck in 1962, Grandpa followed family
tradition and refused to join in, feeling
he was being compensated fairly for
his work. He quit the job with nine
children at home, and started the Martin
J. Nolan Insurance Agency out of his
and Grandma's bedroom. All nine of his
children graduated from college.

I recount all of this for two reasons:
one, be cause I can, and t wo, to give
you context for me and my writing. As
Salman Rushdie says, "To understand
just one life, you must swallow the whole
world." Over the last three years I have
written things that may have pissed
you off, inspired you, made you feel
brilliant next to my naivete, brought you
a smile, inspired you to throw some thing,
or made you think differently about
something you had taken for granted.
You may have reacted to something I've
emailed, or something I've done with the
Federalist Society, the Nannes committee,
the bowling league, or anything else.
Regardless of the form of the reaction, I
say, good.
Though much more schizophrenic than
this over-simplification, the basic take on
life that I've tried to bring across in my
writing and actions is that worrying about
what anyone else's reaction to your life is
will only cause you to do less of what you
want to - and can - do. Every moment
should be enjoyed, every opportunity
taken advantage of, and every principle
in which you believe or fought for.
Failure is the first step toward success,
and nothing great can be accomplished
without risk being taken and boundaries
being tested.
Life is extremely short. I can't imagine
living it without pushing boundaries,
exploring the gray areas, and taking
advan tage of every chance I can to leam
more. vVhy do we so often ask " why?"
before asking "why not?" There are too
many things we don't question, that we
take for granted. Justifications for not
doing things are too often not reasons
but excuses. There are too many things
that a majority of us want to be different
but that aren't because we don't stand
up and say so together. We settle and
limit ourselves much more than we have
to. I hate settling. I refuse to settle. So
should you.
I've been called liberal by the ri.gh t and
conservative by the lef t, which to me says

that I'm at least pushing the right buttons.
I'm a Republican who has much more in
common with Kyle Faget (who beat me in
bowling last semester, but that's another
story) than with a significant portion of
my p arty lately, and I'm damned proud
of it. If we're ever going to find solutions
to the complex problems that we face as
a society, each of us is going to have to
take the effort to challenge the reasoning
behind our policy preferences. I like
pushing other peop les' preconceived
notions, which probably explains why
I've been more likely to do Federalist
Society events at a place like Michigan.
What do I want in life? Primarily,
to give to it every little bit that I can.
Next, to get out of it every little bit that
I can. There are very few things that are
unattainable as a people if we set our
minds to it, and the more we talk about
them and begin to organize for them, the
better chance we have of attaining them.
Anything worth doing is worth doing
full tilt, and if you do something without
dedi cating yourself completely, you're
shorting yourself, and more importantly,
the rest of us.
You still don't real!y know who I am, but
here's the important part of the answer :
I am one of us. All of us at Michigan
Law are now in an extremely fortunate
segment of the world population, a
segment that has both the in.nate and
learned ability and opportunity to
drastically change the world. I don't
care where or how you do it, but if we
come back here in ten years and aren't
doing it, my friends from home who
don't have this opportunity are going to
be disappointed in us. Education costs
a re out of con trol, Social Security .i.s in
shambles, K-12 schools are not equal,
laws are structured poorly or provide
poor incentives, people are discriminated
against for no constructive reason, etc.,
etc. Let's make it better.

CONTIN U E D on Page 20
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AlumnUS Considers Duke Rape Allegations,
Campus Tensions, Unfair Policies
S ubmitted by Adil Haq

enerally, when one thinks of
DukeUniversity, my ahna mater,
during the month of March, one
thinks about the University's divisive
basketball team, but right now the team's
pathetic recent performance is pretty far
from my mind. The reason is this: On
March 13, following a party near Duke's
campus, some members of the lacrosse
team were accused of rape, and the story
has broken out everywhere, including
in the New York Times. Apparently, the
captains of the team gathered all their
teammates at their house, and under false
pretenses hired two strippers to entertain.
The women showed up with no security,
and when they performed, the most vile
and racist insults were thrown at them.
One says that later she was cornered in a
bathroom and three of the players raped
and "forcibly sodomized" her, stole her
money, and choked her. The ugliness of
the story, though, doesn't end there.

But that's not the whole story either.
According to an anonymous 9 1 1 phone
call, a community resident who had no
knowledge of the rape accusation, walked
by the very house where the party took
place on the very night in question only to
be greeted with the N word. (You can listen
to her911 call at http:// vvww.newsobserver.
com/102/story/421799.hh111.)
That same night, another person, a
neighbor, heard one of at least thirty guys
say to the alleged rape victim,"Tell your
grandpa thanks for the cotton shirt."
In m y mind, that's i n depen dent
verification of harassment. And that 's
best-case scenario.
At worst, tl1ree guys, likely motivated
by racial animus, raped a woman. No
matter what happened at the pa rty,
another thing we know for sure is that no
one's conscience was botl1ered in the least.
A wall of silence has gone up among the
players while the police investigates.

Forty-six of the fort y-seven players
on the lacrosse team are white; the
victim of this attack is black. While
Duke is conm1itted to diversity in all its
various forms, the team represents the
worst stereotypes of the School: white,
privileged, and beer-swilling. The city
of Durham, Duke's home, by contrast, is
44% black, almost 1 00% anti-Duke, and
predominantly blue-collar. As a rule, to
think of the two -town and school -is
to think of simmering race and class
tensions. Necessarily, tl1en, Duke must
tread carefully as it crafts a response.

So, what has been Duke's response?
Well, pretty much notl1ing meaningful.
While the school has now suspended the
team from competitive play, initially only
two games were forfeited. Meanwhile
Duke's president, Richard Brodhead, waits
for the criminal investigation to resolve
itself. From a due process perspective this
makes sense: How can Duke punish these
students, Brodhead has asked, when the
police hasn't yet d1arged anyone? But why
does the police investigation prevent Duke
from doing anytl1ing?

But before getting to that, a word about
the victim. While rape is an atrocity no
matter who the victim is, it should be
noted that in this case tl1e victim was a
single, black mothe1� who strips in part
to pay her way through college at North
Carolina Central University, a historically
black college in Durham.

Of course, Duke probably isn't behaving
any differently than most schools in its
position. But obfuscation in the name of
controlling bad press is one thing - here
we have a potential racist gang trolling
the campus, and the school hides behind
the criminal investigation, claiming its
hands are tied.

But are tl1ey? Assuming, arguendo, tl1at
a perfunctory investigation would turn up
the neighbors who have already called
or spoken with the police, and maybe
a few more, the school wouldn't be too
hard-pressed to establish that the lacrosse
players harassed the alleged victim, in
violation of the Office of Institutional
Equity's harassment policy (which is
available at http:/ /www.duke.edu/web/
equit y/ha r_policy.htm). The policy
empowers Duke to discipline students in
kind. It should be noted that tl1ere are no
jurisdictional issues preventing Duke from
investigating-the house is university
owned, and was leased by the University
to the team captains.
Of course, only the victim herself has
standing to raise a claim. Assuming U1at
she would, if infonned of the policy, it tl1en
becomes clear how Duke has tied its own
hands. All the harassment policy offers her,
as a"visitor" to a Duke-owned property, is
an informal process for resolving a claim:
"The complaining party, either alone or
witl1 another person, may choose to meet
with tl1e individual whose behavior is
disturbing, discuss tl1e situation, and make
it clear that tl1e behavior is unwanted and
must cease." Are you kidding me? The
message is clear: Harass away, team, so
long as the subject of your harassment is
a "townie."
The tragedy of Duke's response is this
fatuous argument about due process.
Clearly, it is Duke's institutional policy
to define harassment by the identity of
the victim. One needn't wonder, then,
where tl1e lacrosse team got its sense of
self-entitlement.

Adil Haq is a 3L and alumnus of Duke
UniversihJ. Please send comments about this
article to atothed@umich.edu.
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The Handlebars of the Soul
By Steven Boender

p unt i l five minutes ago, I
never really thought about
w hat I would write in my
fin co tribution to the Res Gestae. I
guess I assumed I'd impart some sage
words of wisdom; but, to be honest,
I have none. I'll leave that to Nolan
and Murphy. Let the record show that
I wholeheartedly support whatever
advice they offer (except if Nolan writes
anything that makes people "Ann Arbor
mad," in the words of Professor Miller,
then I wholehea rtedly disavow any
affiliation with Nolan and blame it on
his despicable preference of Diet Coke
over Diet Pepsi). Maybe I could take
this opportunity to put someone o r
something o n blast that has been bugging
me since I started here four years ago
(dual degree, not held back, though the
punitive impact is similar). But, with Ann
Arbor ,l ready in my rearview mirror, I
really don't have the energy or the will
to t ry and change anything. So, the only
thing worth spending the next 500 or so
words on is the most important sociology
experiment in the history of the world:
my n1ustache.
I never really intended to rock the
Wilford Brimley style, but to freak out
my wife, I shaved all but the pushbroom
last S unday. Never being one to back
down from a challenge, regardless of
the social consequences, I decided to
take the flavor-saver into public with me
on Monday. Perhaps because mustaches
are so rarely seen on people under 50, or
maybe because so few NASCAR drivers
call Ann Arbor home, my mustad1e had
a noticeable affect on anyone caught
in its steely gaze. The first victim was
P rofessor Halberstam, who I swear
took a 2-second double take when he
looked in my direction to call on me in
European Legal Order. I think he may
have thought ! was involved in some sort
of nerdy law-sd1ool prank. After mentally
verifying that law students are too in awe
of p rofessors to do anything so foolish,
he proceeded to call on me (remarkably

without laughing). When walking down
the halls, I could feel a palpable tension in
the air, as if everyone was staring at me.
This is probably largely psychological,
as mustaches apparently store a high
concentration of self-consciousness, but
I could feel the eyes upon me. This was
verified while I was walking home from
class on Tuesday when a high-school
student who was part of a group visiting
the university looked away from the U
of M tour guide, directly at my mouth
awning, and burst out laughing. Sweet.
And that event was most definitely not
paranoia. I was the only person on the
sidewalk, he was five feet away from
me, and we made eye contact while he
giggled with glee.
The social effect, nay POWER, of the
mustache was fully realized at a t rip to
Kroger on Wednesday. Now, I'm 28, but
I can probably count on one hand the
number of times I have bought alcohol
at a grocery store without being carded.
Even cigarettes are a 50-50 proposition.
But on Wednesday, when I placed the
1 2-pack on the checkou t counter, the
clerk scanned it without blinking an
eye. I almost ran to the razor aisle and
shaved the mustache right then and there.
Either the mustache itself has intrinsic
properties that make one appear older, or
the social taboo of the mustache among
those too young to remember watching
the moon landing implied that I MUST
be older than 21. So, yeah, I shaved the
mustache off first thing Friday morning.
I couldn't even make it a week.
He re's t h e p a rt w h e re I attempt
to salvage some meaning from this
blogoriffic excuse for a column. And
here it is: we are all going to be entering
a world where experiments like my
tlirtation with mustache-dom won't be
possible. Sure, maybe a few of us will be
going to employers where a ridiculous
personal appearance is an acceptable
career move, but the reality is tl1at most
of us are freer now than we ever will be
again. At least until retirement where
we can say and do whatever the hell we

want because we're old (whoever said
that kids say the darnedest things never
had grandparents). So for us, now is the
time to get all that crap out of our systems
- grow a mustache, do nothing but watd1
college basketball for four straight days,
stop getting haircuts, drink before noon
on a day that's not an Irish holiday, or
take a nap at 11 :00 am. In short, now is
the time to do all of the things that will
be out of reach when we actually are in
a professional envir01m1ent. Get it out
of your system now, while there's still
time. The life-span of this freedom is
too short to spend it crafting lengthy
and well researched emails for lawopen
(unless that's considered a "fun" activity
for you, in which case law sd1ool is sort
of the equivalent of Chuck E. Cheese's),
getting riled up about whatever tempest
in-a-teapot the Michigan Daily is touting
this week, or doing"optional" reading. If
you think you're too busy now to pursue
recreation or Dadaist experiments in hair
configuration, just wait. Alright, that's
enough work for a Sunday. The MacGyver
box set is calling my name . ...

Steven Boender is a graduating 4L, and
the outgoing Managing Editor o.f the RG.
Comments on this article may be sem to
rg@wnich. edu.
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Attractive Nuisance:
Introducing the Poetry ofT.S. Eliot

w:

B y J ay S u rd ukowski

shot by marksmen around 286 AD for
his covert ministrations to condemned

he final poet in this series is

martyrs. The woman is Irene, the widow of

Thomas Stearns Eliot (1 888-

a Saint herself. She nursed Sebastian back

1 965). Lyndall Gordon titled

to health, only to see him m.eet a second

her last of a trilogy of biographies on

death, this one successful, on the wrong

Eliot A n

end of some brute, in1perial clubs.

Imperfect L[fe. There is no better

description of the founding father of
modern poetry than this. The morbid

Unlike his famous! y opaque later works

pathology of Eliot's works is modemity

like the "Wasteland" which bore seven

itself. Stunted emotion, violence, misogyny,

pages of heady footnotes, The " Love

reactionary conservativism, anti-Semitism,

Song" is "nasty, brutish, and short." A

impersonality, bisexual, hom.osexual, or

fantasy of sadism is presented. Sebastian

asexual coldness, ardent-Christianity,

wanted to die for his god. So irrahonal was

desire, longing, and the failure of t1esh.

this longing that upon his getting better

Eliot has lived all these personas in life

he heckled the emperor in the street. The

and letters. We live in the shadow of his

emperor Diocletian went white as a sheet,

mouth.

believing he had already put this traitor to
death. He was promptly executed again.

I don't present his famous "Prufrock,"

But the young Eliot decides to twist the

or his lauded "Wasteland" or "Four

The young T.S. E l i o t

Quartets." I subject you to a raw piece

story into one of violent physical desire.
Self-t1ageHation to let god in the body

written when he was 26, when he was

And when the morning came

is par for the martyr's course, and we

our age. Unpublished in his lifetime and

Between your breasts should lie my head.

see this in the " torture and delight" of

deliberately excised from his offidal canon,

the poem's opening. But why does he
imagine strangling his savior? It is a poem

here is "The Love Song of St. Sebastian"

I would come with a towel in my hand

written on the eve of World War One in

And bend your head beneath my knees;

of human sickness, simply rendered. The

the summer of 1914:

Your earls curl back in a certain way

rhymes are stilted and obvious. But it is in

Like no one's else in all the world.

their wwamished horror that the genius

The Love Song of St. Sebastian

When all the world shall melt in the sun,

lies. This is a poem. of failure, even the

Melt or freeze,

saints among us, the striving and longing

I would come in a shirt of hair

I shall remember how your ears were curled.

I would come with a lamp in the night

I should for a moment linger

good, are marked with sin ' til the end of

And sit at the foot of your stair;

And follow the curve with my finger

reality" is a famous line from the first

I would flog myself until I bled,

And your head beneath my knees---

! think that at last you would understand.

Quartet, "Bumt Norton." This truth st<mds

And after hour on hour of prayer
And torture and delight

There would be nothing more to say.

Until my blood should ring the lamp
And glisten in the light;
I should arise your neophyte
And then put out the light
To follow where you lead,

You would love me because I should have
strangled you

time. "Humankind can 't bear very much

stark. A poet like Eliot looks into "the
heart of light, the silence," but also at the
"fear in a handful of dust." His poetry is
painfully human.

And because of my infamy;
And I should love you the more because I
mangled you

In terms of biography, Eliot's is as
fasci nating a tail of disas ter as any

To follow where your feet are white

And because you were no longer beautiful

other poet I have written on in these ten

In the darkness toward your bed

To anyone but me.

essays. Born in the American Midwest

And where your gown is w hite
And against your gown your braided hair.
Then you would take me in

(his grandfather founded Washington
Eliot commemorates the story of the elite

Universi ty), he would follow John Singer

Christian Roman soldier, Saint Sebastian.

Sergeant and Henry James on the path
of becoming

Because I was hideous in your sight

Sebastian served not just as any soldier,

You would take me in without shame

but as one of the emperor's top men in the

Because I should be dead

Praetorian Guard. Sebastian was ordered

plus anglais que les anglais

CONTI N U E D on Page 21
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An Open Letter to the Female

Law School Community
By Bria LaSalle

he prospect of sitting down
to write my first column for
the RG has made my inner
monologue over the past few weeks turn
into a strange collage of potential topics.
My vague!y nostalgic leanings are so
easily fmmed by the denu-drama of this
being the Last Issue of the Year, that I
have been tempted many times to write
something eloquent and inspirational,
that gives a nod to the outgoing 3Ls,
surrunons contented pride in the rising
classes, and fuels us on to the coming
surruner and semesters ahead.
But who am I kidding? There's a time
and a place for sap, and this ain't it. I may
cry at Chips Ahoy cmmnercials (when the
cookie figures out there's no cake at the
birthday party because he's the dessert,
he just looks crestfallen in a way that no
food item has looked before, and it kills
me every time), but I can't fool myself into
thinking anyone would want to read my
musings on "Life and Law School: Big
Picture. "
Not yet, anyway. I reserve the right
to invoke such a claim in a year's time,
when my last column rolls around
and I've deservedly either earned my
readership or destroyed n1y credibility.
Instead, I'm going out on a bit of a limb
and using this column for a much more
self-serving purpose. What follows is m1
open letter I've needed to get off my chest
for a while, and I ask for vour attention
for another 500 words. It i � addressed to
the women of this law school, but I hope
it serves as a bit of insight for the rest of
our community as well.
My fellow women,
I regret that I do not write to you today
with good news or warm wishes. No,
I write to you today to bring to light a

matter I consider of grave importance. It
is an issue that most dare not mention in
polite company, but one that desperately
needs to be dragged into the open.
It's the pee on the toilet seat, and it has
got to go.
It's unclear to me whether this problem
has increased recently or i f I've just
become more aware of it, but no matter:
some of you are leaving the toilet seat in
worse condition than you found it.
How, some may ask, does this occur?
Aren't plumbing conditions(so to speak)
among the likely suspects ideal for wholly
avoiding this scenario? Technically, yes;
but this problem is behavioral, not
physical. We have, living amongst
us, a group of hoverers. Rather than
use a disposable toilet seat cover or
(oh mah gah!) sit directly on the toilet
seat, hoverers smmnon impressive leg
strength and hover above the toilet seat.
Hygenically saavy. - . for them.
Per h a p s t h e r e a l i r o n y in t h i s
phenomenon isn't the fact t hat the
hoverers are creating precise! y the
environment they seek to avoid, but
that I have seen several of them fail
to wash their hands upon exiting the
stall. Oh sure, take a moment and enjoy
the judgmental sneer that just spread
across your face at the thought of me
taking stock of who these women are
and whether or not they follow good
hand-washing practices; but, once you're
done, consider this: if having someone
else's pee on your thigh more than once
doesn 't make you slightly more aware
of the causal chain that put it there, you
need more help than I do.
I could name names. In a conm1unity
as small as ours and with limited user-t�
bathroom stall ratios, it's not uncommon
to find oneself on the same bathroom

schedule as a loosely, but noticeably,
defined group o f people. Still, I don't
want to become the seat police. I only
hope that there are hoverers who will
recot,rnize themselves in this letter and
realize that the non-hoverers among us
aren't as oblivious as we nught seem to
be. My few and quiet attempts to identify
others who notice this problem have
been alarmingly successful. The problem
exists, and a solution must be found.
Though the visionaries at Chicago's
O'Hare Airport should be conm1ended on
their bold and creative implementation
of devices that drag what essentially
amounts to a yard of saran wrap across
each toilet seat such that no residue of
any sort remains from the previous user,
I believe we can think ourselves back
in the box for this one. We don't need
to have a lunchtime panel on the secret
motivations of hoverers, and we don't
even need to ask hoverers to try' a turn
with the simple sanity of sitting. In fact,
I'm going to do nothing. I leave it to each
and every womm1 who has ever hovered,
or dreamed of hovering, to take it upon
herself to be her own agent of change
before leaving the stall next time.
What goes around comes around, ladies.
The seat you leave behind today may just
be the seat you sit on tomorrow.
Hugs and kisses,
Bria

Bria LaSalle is a 2 L. E-mail comments
about this article to rg@umicli.edtL
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Flash Drive Pick Up
Tues., 100 HH
1 1:30 a.m.

-

1:30 p.m.

Bring Photo ID
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How the Profs Stole Summer
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By Nate Kurtis [with a pologies to D r. Seuss]

4 , 2006

These subjects, plus others which students abhor,
Had been sprinkled through fi.fty-four questions, or more.

All the students in law school liked stmlmer a lot;

On the day of the test, the Profs all gathered rotmd,

But the Profs, who worked in Legal Research, did not.

At a place where they knew they would never be found.

The Profs hated sunm1er, the whole summer season 
Oh, don't ask me why, no one quite knows the reason.

And they shared with each other those things that they knew:
"They're now starting exams, we knmv just what they'll do:

Perhaps they'd grown fond of the law gents and lasses,

Their mouths will hang open a minute or two,

Or perhaps they missed teaching all of their law classes,

Then the students in law school will all cry 'Boo Hoo'."

But I think that the most likely reason of all,
May have been that their chances for tenure were small.

"That's a sow1d," gri1med the Profs, "that we simply must hear,"

But, whatever the reason, their tenure or class,

And they did hear a sotmd through the sixth floor stack door,

They stood poised in April to ensure no one passed.

At first barely there, but soon heard all the more.

And they paused, and they all put a hand to their ears.

Then they got an idea, an awful idea;
The Profs got a wonderfully awful idea.

But instead of the sound of poor law students frying,
They heard tapings on keyboards. The students were trying!

l,

"What we'll do," said the Profs with a glorious preen,

All the students in law school, .from 3Ls to

"Is we'll write the worst final exam they have seen!

Were trying their darndest to get exams done!

Then the students, their grades being horribly bad,
Will spend all their summers both broken and sad."

And what happened next? In the RG it's writ,
That Deans Johnson and Baum decided that was it.

They began with the rule against perp'tuities,

They knew that they needed to bring back law cheer,

And moved on to taxation and annuities.

So they gave the Profs tenure. Well, all except Krier.

For contracts they mixed up many ends and odds,
From lost volun1e sellers to Stahttes of Frauds.
They required defense in a fed I state court mix,
Without running foul of the rule: 12(b)(6).

And the minute their fuhrres l ooked so much less glum,
The Profs figured they'd let all their students have ftm.
So, instead of grading by what students d eserved,
They gave everyone Bs using the bell curve.

Then a section they'd deci.de by seeing who'd fling
Their opponent the farthest out of the Althing.

Nate Kurtis is currently in his first year.
Send your comments and questions so that he 111iglrt hear,

Then they added a practical section for kicks,

To nkurtis@ullliclr.edu;

To include some claim joinders, and then also fix

Being certain to include: what, where, why, and who.

A reform of tort law so policy is pleased,

All these rhy111es may not work. but at least he did try.

And, rewrite Roe v. Wade so all parties agreed.

There are no other warr'nties, e:tpressed or implied.

•
The I nternatio n a l Law Society and the Michigan Journ a l of
Internatio n al Law cordially invite yo u to the :

I nternational Law
Faculty/Student
Receptio n

April 1 7, 2006; 4:30 - 6:00 p . m

.

Lawyer's Club Lounge - Refreshments will be served.
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Griot Opens to Packed Lounge

Over a dozen law students read pieces
out of the Griot, the law school's literary
journal, in the Lawyer 's Club Lounge on
Thurs., Mar. 30. The Ryan Millecam Jazz
Band performed at the beginning and
middle of the program.
Copies of the Griotare available around
the law school. For more i nformation
e-mail Abam Mambo at abamCo/umich.
edu.

Rock.
Headnotes

Spring Concert
Tues., Apr. 11, 7:30 p.m.
Lawyer's Club Lounge

3Ls: Senior

Vending Machine
Swallowed Your Money?

Send-Off

Don't beat it with you r laptop u ntil

Celebration and
Thurs., Apr. 20, 2006
4:30 p.m.
lOO HH

2006 Class Picture taken at 5:00 p.m.

it bleeds diet dew Fill out one of
the refu nd envelopes posted near
the machine to request a refu nd.
Sherry Dickerman keeps track of
refun d requests.

She can be reached at
sherryd@bf.umich.ed u .
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ACROSS
1 . Tide
5 . Burned tobacco by-product
8. Not close
1 2. Top grade of gasoline
1 4 . Birthday count
de ma tante

1 5 . La
1 6. Fingered
1 7. Ti gers

1 9. Lowest point
2 1 . Speeds up
22. Race distance
23. October birthstone
2 5 . What willows do
27. Satyr
30. N ears
33. Type of center
34. Controvert
36. Curry
3 8 . Yaks are a type
3 9 . Ditto
40. Patella
4 1 . Colu mbus ship
42. Horse control
4 3 . Car type
44. Acetate is one
_
_
_
46. Power from a nuclear _

48. One of Demille's movies
50. Wou n d protection
5 1 . Tom H a n ks' first starring movie

1 0. Aeronautics and Model
Rocketry Association (abbrev. )

54. President's office
56. Leave without permission

1 1 . Deference to an older person

59. A tri angle

1 3 . Acid used to produce nylon

62. Some are for football bets

1 5. Leisurely stro ll i n Merida

64. First Hebrew letter

1 8 . Female n a me

65. Dye qu antity

20. Tease

66. Brain box

24. Live with

67. Even ing in Roma

26. Reticules

68. Isle i n E. England

27. The South

69. Remain

28. Ties u p
29. Breathe through 'de nose'

DOWN

31 .

Cane

32. Coverwith cream cheese
1 . Prioress, e . g .

33. A lifer, e . g.

52. Wight, e . g .

2 . Style

35. Dressed to the

53. A regular attendee

3. Hindu principle of life

37. Big ___

55. Loyal Scot

4 . Excel

39. Getthere

57. Sullenness

43. Skin on top of head ( p l . )

5 8 . Fitzgerald

5.

O'Shanter

6. Used as gel l i n g agent

45. Era

60. El izabeth Arden runs one

7 . Sign u p again for a magazine

47. What can be in a hole

6 1 . Hovel

8 . Model Carol

49. An iceberg does this

63. Arch

9. Gasoline

5 1 . Prejudice
Answers may b e found on page 16

11:10 am: 3L C o l l i n F o u l d s prepares
for his Tra d emarks class b y educating
our paparazzi. Note that this pi cture
features

hoo 3Ls actually reading a legal

textbook. A l so note the 3L attendance at a

11:10 pm: S o this i s what h e did with all

Friday class. It does happen. K i n d of.

that j un k, all that j unk inside his trunk.

A Day in the Life of Collin Foulds, Fri. Mar. 3 1
Left: Collin
feverishly sweats
out a 55-minute
class period in
stark fear o f being
called on.
Right: Collin
feverishly sweats
out a three-hour
Prom disco
inferno. Dazed
well-wishers kiss

ilioll.li&:O:r;._
.. __...._.... him for good luck.

10:10 am: An action-packed breakfast of champions - two
huge cups of coffee, Krispy Kremes, and cereal (for health).

12:15 pm: There's obviously something very, extremely wrong
with C o l l i n's grilled chicken salad.

ll z n
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HAM MON From Page 1

of three people. "Why don't you do the
right thing?" said the green j acket man.
"Why don't you go to the hack of the line?"
Chang: "No."
For the next two hours, the 3Ls waited
for security to decide how many would he
admitted to the argument. In front of them
was a pack of Georgetown law students
who sat in a circle under one large blanket
and occasionally stood up to dance in the
cold. Their ranks swelled, to the chagrin
of green jacket man, as latecomers cut
queue to join them. Later, Chang asked
him, "How do you decide who to yell at? I
mean, a woman cutup front, and a guy cut
just behind us. She's white and he's white.
I'm not white and I got yelled at. So, is your
criterion racial or what?"
Deahl and Eskandari later found out
that he had driven with his daughter
from Colorado to see the Court .in session.
Chang had punked this man in front of
his daughter.
By6:45 a.m., fifty more people had lined
up behind the 3Ls. And the temperature
stayed below 40 degrees. Just then,
the group spotted Friedman j ogging
around the comer. He wore sunglasses,
a sweatshirt, and gray jogging shorts that
came no lower than his thighs. He greeted
the group and asked if Maureen, another
Michigan student h ad arrived . She
hadn't. However, the sight of Friedman,
in his shorts, reinvigorated the 3Ls, and
they stood until 7:30 a.m. when security
assigned each person a number. The 3Ls
took numbers 29-33, right in the middle of
the 25-50 estimate.
Between 7:30 and 8:45 a.m., the 3Ls
toured the Supreme Court cafeteria where
they saw counsel for the respondent in
Hammon. Counsel told Deahl, Eskandari,
and Chang that fn d i an a had a good
argument. Deahl, who did research
for Friedman's brief, nodded politely in
response. The group also spotted Professor
David Moran but cou ld not confirm his
breakfast.
By 8:45 a.m., nearly 300 people had
amassed outside the Court. Each small
group that entered the building with guest

•
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passes meant fewer seats for the others. At
9:00 security announced that fifty would
be admitted. The Michigan 3Ls were in!
Ascending the steps, Eskandari took a
photo of irate number 51 explaining to
security that she had been waiting since
6:00 a.m.
Inside the b u i lding, the fifty went
through hvo rounds of security. Just as the
3Ls passed through the second set of metal
detectors, doors to the courtroom closed.
The 3Ls, like number 51, ah11ost cried. But
a kind u sher put them in the three-minute
seating- wooden chairs at the back of the
Court where people could sit for three
minutes before being rotated out- and let
them stay for the entire argument.
Jeff Fisher argued for petitioner in the
companion case to Hammon, Davis v.
Washington. Fisher had argued CrawfOrd
successfully and was unfazed by Chief
Justice Roberts' wacky hypotheticals. The
greatest objection came from Ginsburg,
who was concerned about the effect on
domestic violence victims if the Court
adopted Fisher's definition of "testimonial."
Counsels for Indiana and the United States
spli t the respondent's argument.
Then Friedman stood up for Hammon.
Right away it was clear who his supporters
were. Scalia, who authored Crawford,
echoed many of Friedman's sentiments,
and his questions seemed tacitly addressed
to the skeptical Justices. Souter called
F r i e d m a n " t h e e x p e r t . " Rob er t s '
hypotethicals seemed less severe; even
Ginsburg toned down her criticism. Ali to
emerged from a long lapse of silence
and asked an odd hypothetical to which
Friedman said, "''m not sure I understand
the hypothetical, Your Honor." Alito
replied demurely, "Maybe I don't give
good hypotheticals." Hardest to read
was Justice Thomas, whose eyes were
closed most of the time in meditation. of
the sublime.
In a memorable exd1ange, Stevens asked,
"What do you think of the respondent's
'resemblance test'?" Answer: "Not mucl1,
Your Honor."
Counsel for Indiana began by stressing
that the 911 declarant spoke in present

II

tense, spinning the call as reportage of
an. ongoing crime. Scalia tore into this
reasoning: "But that makes sense, doesn't
it? The operator wouldn't say, 'What
was his name?' or 'What would be his
name?'"
Fisher and Friedman came on strong in
rebuttals. The Justices were silent except
for one softball question. To Fisher, Roberts
asked how Wigmore would have decided
this. Concluding his rebu ttal, Friedman
said, "We're laying a new foundation here,
and it's more important to get it done right
than to get it done quickly."
All was anticlimactic after that. The 3Ls
lunched at an Indian buffet with Friedman,
F isher, and their friends and family.
Friedman thanked Deahl, Mr. Wolverine
himself, for helping with the brief. The
retum ride was more Clash, Marley, and
Jerry Reed.
Prognosis for the decision is that the
Court will spli t the two cases, ruling in
favor of Hammon but not Davis. From the
arguments, though, it was hard to discern
the reservations of the silent Justices.

•
TABLE From Page 9

I sincerely thank you from the bottom of
my heartfor reading (and putting up with)
my rants abou t Michigan sports, dating,
politics, life, bars, addiction, growing old,
callbacks, the boxer rebellion, education,
optimism, the upper peninsula, and other
various things. I have used this column
to help me think about life, and hopefully
it's at least entertained you. When I came
to law school, I never would have thought
I'd serve for two years as the executive
editor of a newspaper; but, if you keep
you r eyes open, l believe life usually tends
to bring you tl1e experiences you need.
ln everything we do, Go Blue, and I look
forward to crossing your paths as we take
Michigan with us into the world.

Matt Nolan is the outgoing Executive
Editor of the Res Gestae, will /Je graduating
in May, and moving to Chicago. He can be
reached at mjnolan@lttmich.edu.
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DARK S I D E From Page 6

capital project public. Naturally, the salary

;

and - discriminatory hiring practices
notwithstanding - the Judge Advocate

hike happened first on the West Coast,

General Corps (which, according t o

but it wasn't long before law firms in the

Professor Schneider, also offers a focus

other major markets "paused, gulped, and

on training, plus experience in diverse
1.
aspects of the law), in favor of fi·rm joos

followed suit." Now that the bubble has
burst, revenue is down, but salaries remain
high. Fin11s know that they can't correct for

they have no personal reason to believe
they'll enjoy.

might drive parh1ers out of the fin11, with
their client base in tow. The only place
where this loss can be recouped is out of
the hides of junior associates.

"There are lots of options that people
never explore," said Professor Schneider.
"They use the excuse that they can always
go down but they can't go up. The thing
is, ahnost nobody ever wants to go to a
big firm from other places. It might make

Nevertheless, said Professor Schneider,

"It is possible to be happy in major New

the Norton manner house during one of
her rare visits to England. The essence of
"memory and desire" is revealed in t.his

poem in passages such as this which ache
in their simplicity:
What might have been and what has been
Point to one end, which is always present.

that by raising their fees, or by touching
the partners' com.pensation when to do so

2

the two when they visited the ruins of

sense to pick where you want to go a11d
go there rather tha11 make that 1isk-averse

;

Footfalls echo in the memory
Down the passage which we did not take
Towards the door we never opened . . .

One o f the greatest moments in all
of literature will occur in 2018 when
hundreds of Eliot's letters to Hale will be
unsealed. He violently ordered her half

York law firms. I think working with

�oice t ) go to that big law fin11."

of the correspondence bumed, and was

very able people doing difficult work for

Liz Polizzi is a lL. Please send comments
about this article to epolizziC<'!htmiclt.edu.

to Princeton for archiving. What will they

demanding clients can be very rewarding"
- for some people.
"The American l egal profession is
significantly more diverse than anywhere
else in the world," said Professor Sclmeider.
"It encompasses a huge range of choices.
What is particularly puzzling to me is why
this choice is not exploited." According
to Professor Schneider, there are two
factors at play here: First, there's the fact
that students without a very clear notion
of where they're going with their legal
careers are enticed by the simple answer

ocr offers - go through the process, get

offers, accept one. The second factor is
more complicated, but Gm most simply be
described as classic commih11ent-phobia:
"I often hear people say, 'I want to keep
my options open.' But options that have
expired unused were losing propositions.

•
ELIOT From Page 1 4

- more English than the English. He
became a British subject and made a
dr311'latic religious conversion in 1933 after
the dissolution of his first marriage to the
dark and manic-depressive Vivien Eliot.
His conunittaJ of her (achieved in cahoots
with her brother) is controversial to this

day. As he has been excoriated over the

years, she has come to be celebrated in
feminist circles as being as intluential as
Ezra Pound on the arc of the "Wastela11d."
Indeed, in the facsimile published in 1971,
the world got a glimpse of her and Pound's
respective edits on the drafts, scrawls of
pale blue a11d red pencil altemating.

There's no way to avoid committing
yourself, and the best things in life come
from the biggest commih11.ents. All jobs
require that you give up alternatives."
"It's the incuriosity of prospective law
students and prospective lawyers that
really baft1es me," Professor Sclmeider
said. Law students often ignore options
such as in-house counsel positions (which,
he says, many people find "significantly
more satisfying tl1a11 working at a fi1m");
government work (whim, he says, " doesn't
give you a flashy kind of training," but
" gives you competent, steady lawyers"
who get responsibility ver y early);

And, for nearly the rest of his life after
his horror at Vivien's madness, Eliot sought
a kind of beatitude, a chaste a11d Christi<:m
life of longing, this despite the entreaties
of his Beatrice- Emily Hale- to marriage.
Emily Hale was an American drama
teacl1er at women's schools throughout
Eliot's climbing fame. They had been
vague sweethearts of sorts when Eliot was
at Harvard. But his resolute devotion to a
higher plane of love led to the merciless
breaking of her heart. Yet, she is still the
"lady of silences" behind his greatest
work. " Burnt Norton," for instance,
recounts a rekindling of emotion between

furious to leam that she had sent his letters
say? It would be like reading 600 letters by
Dante to Beatrice, had she lived. I suspect
the love still bumed, " tongued with
t1ame," and Eliot tl1e Saint was hedging
his bets by corresponding with his only
love on earth until the last years of his
life (when he was in his twilight, Eliot
married again a11d had a spiritual union
with his nubile young secretary Valerie,
who is still with us). Life is to hurt and
be hurt. Eliot suffered both. And it "hurt
him into poetry," in words Auden used
to describe the effect of the muse "mad
Ireland" on Yeats.
In ways, Eliot became his model. Like St.
Sebastia11, Tom has been shot through with
arrows. In the praetoria11 guard of Modem

poetry, Eliot sacrificed everything for his
vision of a Christian cosmology and an
eternal poetry in the face of the horrors of
the Second World War and all of mankind,
most prominently in the Quartets. The
emperors of poetry have ordered his
execution about every other week in the
forty-one years since his death.
I stand by Eliot until the end. Oh flaws!

Oh imperfect life! Disaster of love. His life
is mine. He is poetTy. Though he is hideous
in my site, I take him in.

Jay Surdukowski is a 3L. E-mail comments
a/lout this article to rg@umich.edu.
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D iversity is d ifferent peo p l e
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I t's the end of the line for
Dana Darling!
Come see
Judge Kozinski
of the Ninth Circujt,
Judge Martin

of the Sixth Circuit, and
J udge Reinhardt
of the Ninth Circu it
judge the final round of the
82nd annual Henry M.
Campbell Moot Court
Competition!
April 6, at 4:00 pm
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Question on the Quad:

"What do you think the
Question on the Quad should be?"
Reporting b y Dan Clark and Jay Surdukowski
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Tues., April 18, High Noon
http://cgi2. www.law.umich.
edu/EBBTest/Home. aspx

MJR&L Defends

�
�

Noam Weiner, LLM

"What color shoul d the carpet in the
library be?"

AA in OH

ditors of the Michigan Joumal
of Race and L aw presented
a paper at the " Dayton Law
Re · w S y m p o s i u m o n G r u tter v.
Bollinger and Law School Admissions"
at the U n i versi ty of D ayton L a w
school on Thurs., March 23. 3Ls Adam
Bl umenkran tz, Jason Conn, Amri ta
Mallik and Michael Murphy debated the
merits of affirmative action and Michigan
Law's use of race in admissions with
Dr. Martin Carcieri of the University of
Tennessee. The MJR&L editors wrote
an article titled "Affirming Michigan's
A ction" in response to Dr. Carcieri's
article, titled "Grutter v. Bollinger and
Civil Disobedience."

Saee Muzumdar, lL

"Woul d it be appropriate to hurt the
undergrads who play Frisbee on the
Quad?"

·

Copies of both articles may be found
o n l ine a t : h tt p :// l a w . u d a y to n . e d u /
L awReview/Events_02.asp. F o r more
information on the Michigan Journal
of Race & Law, see: http://students.law.
umich.edu/mjrl/index.h trn.
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Malinda Ellwood, lL; Bates '01

"Why did you steal Question on the
Quad from B ates? This should be a
copyright violation I think."

Anonymous Conservativ e Alum

"What's your favorite pussy liberal
hypocrisy?"

[Surdukowski, Bates '02, turns red]
In this, our final

QQ

after two hard years, we,

like any law professor worth their salt, turn an
answer into a question. This has been Quest-ion
on the Quad.

